
For example, a researcher might start an antibullying program (a kind of treatment) at one school and compare the
incidence of bullying at that school with the incidence at a similar school that has no antibullying program.

The final way in which research can be nonexperimental is that it can be qualitative. The types of research
we have discussed so far are all quantitative, referring to the fact that the data consist of numbers that are analyzed
using statistical techniques. In qualitative research, the data are usually nonnumerical and therefore cannot be
analyzed using statistical techniques. Rosenhan’s study of the experience of people in a psychiatric ward was
primarily qualitative. The data were the notes taken by the “pseudopatients”—the people pretending to have
heard voices—along with their hospital records. Rosenhan’s analysis consists mainly of a written description of
the experiences of the pseudopatients, supported by several concrete examples. To illustrate the hospital staff’s
tendency to “depersonalize” their patients, he noted, “Upon being admitted, I and other pseudopatients took the
initial physical examinations in a semipublic room, where staff members went about their own business as if we
were not there” (Rosenhan, 1973, p. 256)3. Qualitative data has a separate set of analysis tools depending on the
research question. For example, thematic analysis would focus on themes that emerge in the data or conversation
analysis would focus on the way the words were said in an interview or focus group.

Internal Validity Revisited

Recall that internal validity is the extent to which the design of a study supports the conclusion that changes
in the independent variable caused any observed differences in the dependent variable. Figure 7.1 shows how
experimental, quasi-experimental, and correlational research vary in terms of internal validity. Experimental
research tends to be highest because it addresses the directionality and third-variable problems through manipulation
and the control of extraneous variables through random assignment. If the average score on the dependent variable
in an experiment differs across conditions, it is quite likely that the independent variable is responsible for that
difference. Correlational research is lowest because it fails to address either problem. If the average score on the
dependent variable differs across levels of the independent variable, it could be that the independent variable is
responsible, but there are other interpretations. In some situations, the direction of causality could be reversed. In
others, there could be a third variable that is causing differences in both the independent and dependent variables.
Quasi-experimental research is in the middle because the manipulation of the independent variable addresses some
problems, but the lack of random assignment and experimental control fails to address others. Imagine, for example,
that a researcher finds two similar schools, starts an antibullying program in one, and then finds fewer bullying
incidents in that “treatment school” than in the “control school.” There is no directionality problem because clearly
the number of bullying incidents did not determine which school got the program. However, the lack of random
assignment of children to schools could still mean that students in the treatment school differed from students in the
control school in some other way that could explain the difference in bullying.

Figure 7.1 Internal Validity of Correlation, Quasi-Experimental, and Experimental Studies. Experiments are generally high in internal validity, quasi-
experiments lower, and correlation studies lower still.

Notice also in Figure 7.1 that there is some overlap in the internal validity of experiments, quasi-experiments, and

3. Rosenhan, D. L. (1973). On being sane in insane places. Science, 179, 250–258.
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